The Dragon Fly NWO partnership between Rothschilds, France Macron, Britain, Jesuits, Swiss Octogon.
THE FRANCE - NAZI BRITISH EMPIRE - FAKE ISRAEL - CIA - FIVE EYES - JESUITS - BLACK POPE - BLACK NOBILITY - SWISS OCTOGON ATTACK UPON AMERICA & THE PLANET.

CRIMINALS ATTACKING AND DESTROYING AMERICA & THE PLANET

① The Federal Reserve System & Banks.

- The Federal Reserve Bank of New York - Stealing a vast amount of wealth across the planet.

- Goldman Sachs - connected also to California Fires via Smart Meters. (See State of the Nation & Millennium Report articles also on this subject).

- The Rothschilds & their fake State of Israel, fake Jews, Khazarian mafia & Zionist infiltrators into the nation of Israel, creating a fake Jewish Nation. Nazis create fake nation and dupe the Western World, U.S. into believing the Israel State is legitimate. U.S. Congress is taken-over by this Khazarian Satanic mafia who infiltrate via the Satanic Secret Societies.

- The Rockerfellers.

- The Warburgs.

- The 10 main banking families which control The Federal Reserve Banking Cartel. Head of the snake is Switzerland.

- The Bank for International Settlements - situated in the heart of the New World Order head of the snake.

- Janet Yellen, Bernanke and Federal Reserve members. All criminals and thieves.
The private "Federal" Reserve has stolen $25,000 Trillion from an Indonesian Royal!!

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/the-private-federal-reserve-has-stolen-usd25-000-trillion-from-an-indonesian-royal

► THE QUEEN & THE BANKING CARTEL ORGANIZE FALSE FLAGS, ARE BEHIND ALL WARS AND ARE THE ENEMY OF WE THE PEOPLE.

● The OXFORD INTERNET INSTITUTE - OII. A CIA - NWO CUT-OUT TO ALLOW THE BANKING CARTEL - SWISS OCTOGON - JESUITS - BLACK NOBILITY - NAZI QUEEN TAKE-OVER THE PLANET.

● Shirley Software - another CIA - IBM - CISCO - SERCO - CIA cut-out operating on behalf of The New World Order. This became the French SOPRA STERIA GROUP - THE PRIMARY CARBON CREDITS infrastructure plan to take-over the planet and run by Macron - The Rothschild SOPRA STERIA - Nazi British Empire Group.

● British nuclear companies are managed by Lockheed Martin & The Queen’s Golden Shares.

1 OII is formed.
The John Roberts patent theft from Leader Technologies takes place.

- Facebook is set-up using the stolen Leader Technologies design as a Deep State operation to scam the planet.

- The Federal Bridge Certification Authority global network and system is set-up to allow for DIGITAL CONTROL OF THE KEYS TO THE INTERNET. THIS ALLOWS FOR:
  
  - **Blackmail anyone** - Congress members, the FBI agents.
  
  - **Elections rigging.**
  
  - **Take-down cars and planes.**
  
  - **Access to all data world-wide.**
  
  - **Spying on citizens.**

  ► Placing Maxine Waters, Chuck Schumer, Nancy Pelosi, Adam Shiff, Harry Reid and other Deep State agents into Congress VIA MASSIVE ELECTIONS FRAUD TO BLOCK THE WALL AND DESTROY AMERICA.

  ► ALLOWS THEM TO TAKE-OVER THE U.S. CONGRESS VIA THIS ELECTIONS RIGGING.

  ► IT ALLOWS MEMBERS OF CONGRESS, THE CORRUPT SENATE INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE, CIA CEO CUT-OUTS OF SILICON-VALLEY COMPANIES TO CONDUCT MASSIVE INSIDER TRADING.

THE CIA - CISCO - FIASCO: FACEBOOK - NAZI BRITISH EMPIRE - ROTHCHILD - ZIONIST - FAKE STATE OF ISRAEL- DRAGON FLY - CHINA PLAN TO SPY ON THE PLANET, RIG ELECTIONS, CONTROL THE PLANET EXPOSED.
A corrupt network of inter-locking holdings exposed.

THE PARIS ACCORD - accord between the Banking Cartel and Satanic NWO secret society members. They steal from nations and give it to China & Russia.

► THE TRI-LATERAL COMMISSION. THE BILDERBERG GROUP. THE COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS.

► THE CORRUPT U.S. SENATE INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE, AGENT OF THE NAZI QUEEN AND THE FAKE STATE OF ISRAEL.
The Sabbatean-Frankist Cult - The Satanic Infiltration of the Western World - Stillness in the Storm


② The Queen & The Privy Council.

FACEBOOK - GOOGLE - YOUTUBE - APPLE, THE FAANGS.

THE TAVISTOCK INSTITUTE WAR UPON AMERICA

Facebook is used for brain-washing and mind control. FACEBOOK IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE CIA - TAVISTOCK - MK ULTRA MIND CONTROL, PROJECT MOCKINGBIRD and is the poster child of the British Nazi NWO Dragon Fly System of control. The British Empire must protect it at all costs, so they send their shill agents to save Facebook:

- Richard Allan - CISCO ROUTERS used to spy on the planet. The NSA back-doors which are associated with SES. Became a member of British Parliament then went to work at CISCO as director of European affairs. THE POLICY is to plant all with routers to spy on everyone, the entire planet.

- Richard Allan helps run the SERCO no-bid contracts in order to control Britain and the U.S. He is a fellow at The Oxford Internet Institute - a CIA cut-out funded by another CIA cut-out called Dame Stephanie Shirley (SHIRLEY SOFTWARE) SIMULTANEOUSLY as another CIA - NAZI - British cut-out IBM ECLIPSE FOUNDATION steals the patent from Leader Technologies via the corrupt CIA - BRITISH PRIVY COUNCIL AGENT JAMES P. CHANDLER III and with the help of corrupt SCOTUS JUSTICE JOHN ROBERTS.

► THE NAZIS - CIA - BRITISH ALLIANCE.

- SHIRLEY SOFTWARE - CIA - IBM - CISCO - SERCO - British nuclear companies managed by Lockheed Martin & The Queen´s Golden Shares. This
became the **FRENCH SOPRA STERIA GROUP**. This company also runs the primary information infra-structure of the UK Ministry of Justice Home Office, the British Ministry of Defense & National Health Service - all controlled by The Rothschild Nazi Khazarian banking cartel of **FAKE NAZI JEWS who want to rule and control the planet = THE ZIONISTS**.

- A French company implementing the carbon credit infra-structure of the planet controls the British IT infra-structure in defense, HOME OFFICE, (citizenship & immigration), justice and health!

► **No wonder French President Macron - Rothschild Bank lackey Macron is so arrogant about BREXIT. Macron controls the encryption keys to all British National Security e-mail, along with HITLERY AND MUELLER!**

**THIS FRENCH IT COMPANY SOPRA STERIA FOUNDED THE OXFORD INTERNET INSTITUTE & CONTROLS THE U.K. SECURITY INFRA-STRUCTURE.**

**SOPRA STERIA MAIN CLIENTS:**

**IN FRANCE**: AIRBUS Group, Banque Postale, BNP Paribas, CNAM, Credit Agricole, EDF, Orange, Société Générale, SNCF.


**THE ROTHSCHILD - FRENCH MACRON - SOPRA STERIA NAZI BRITISH EMPIRE CONNECTION.**
THE DIGITAL DRAGON-FLY ECO-SYSTEM OF PARTNERS EXPOSED.

The Obama era carbon credits system of enslavement has reached FRANCE & The French people revolt.

- Sir Nick Clegg AND FACEBOOK. He is the bunk buddy of Mr. Richard Allan. They have a partnership and serve The British Empire & the Tavistock Institute to implement the ATTACK UPON AMERICA. He came to work for Facebook right after Mr. Richard Allan. Both were placed there to save Facebook. BOTH have an oath of fidelity to THE QUEEN - THE CIA - THE NEW WORLD ORDER PROJECT DRAGON FLY, TO THE SWISS OCTOGON TEMPLARS, THE JESUITS, THE KHAZARIAN MAFIA AND NAZIS.

BIG TECH COMPANIES AND SILLY-CON-VALLEY TAKEN-OVER BY THE CIA - BANKING CARTEL - ROTHSCILD EMPIRE SEEKING TO ENSLAVE THE PLANET.

"Special efforts are being made to establish targeted partnerships with leading players in the digital eco-system by vertical and by major technology area start-ups & niche players, institutions of higher education & research laboratories, major software publishers and "THE BIG FOUR" - Google, Apple, Facebook & Amazon, Twitter, WhatsApp, Social Media etc."

"In this regard, a collaborative observatory of start-ups works with teams of "digital champions" (THOSE WHO STEAL THE MOST such as the Obama IT THIEF JOE SULLIVAN) and group entities.

CIA STRATEGIC ALLIANCES THAT HELP THE THIEVES STEAL BETTER.

It is within this framework that a strategic partnership has been forged between SOPRA STERIA AND AWXA Y, giving The Group the essential building blocks for it´s solution & services activities in the area of digital technology.
• (Chinese companies are being attacked because or if they do not have NSA back-doors - such as arrest of China business woman).

THE LOW CARBON ECONOMY - THE BIG LIE.

THE INTERNET OF THINGS - OBAMA 2016 EXECUTIVE ORDER - CONTROLLING PEOPLE VIA THE FAKE "CARBON FOOTPRINT" - The scam to tax & enslave the planet via "The Carbon Footprint", EXPOSED!

So we have the Rotshchild plan of global taxing and control:

① The Federal Bridge Certification Authority - Internet digital keys taxing scam. It also allows them the control over the keys to the Net.

② The carbon footprint taking scam.

• Our ethics laws could stop these people and this is not being enforced, due to corrupt Federal Courts, a corrupt DOJ that refuses to prosecute them. The entire system is complicit and corrupt.

The Globalist One World Government Control and tax layers pushing carbon credits has infiltrated the GSA via SOPRO STERIA´S AXWAY. DOD, DHS, DOI, NTSB, GSA, U.S. Treasury, DOC & DOT have been infiltrated and corrupted!

CISCO & Facebook Massive Theft of Patents Exposed. CISCO - A creation of the rogue C.I.A. The CISCO routers & The Global CIA spy-net grid.

► Humans as wetware - The Obama - James P. Chandler patent theft & Internet of Things Globalist plot of planetary control & enrichment via carbon credits & fake eco-friendly programs.
► The globalists getting rich at the expense of the planet based-upon a Rothschild Banking Cartel CARBON CREDITS SCHEME of enrichment which plays upon human fears of Global Warming.

► Richard Allan rogue C.I.A. - British Empire operative running Facebook for the Nazi Queen exposed.

► The rogue CIA - Rothschild Nazi Queen NWO Plan of ENRICHMENT based on global warming warfare SCHEME exposed.

► So many tax payer dollars wasted by the CIA crime syndicate.

Between 2005 - 2009 Richard Allen did the rogue CIA bidding when working at CISCO as director of EUROPEAN government affairs.

► The HILLARY CLINTON’S SCHEME TO GET RICH using government positions exposed. HILLARY sold-out the U.S. Uranium Industry to Russia as part of The Clintons get rich scheme.

► HILLARY sold nukes to North Korea & the U.S. URANIUM to Russia with the help of MUELLER & JEFF SESSIONS!

The MUELLER - HC Collusion with Russia Exposed!

► The CIA - CISCO - HC - NAZI BRITISH EMPIRE SELL-OUT OF THE U.S. EXPOSED.

► HC STOLE ONE BILLION OF U.S. TAX PAYER MONEY & GAVE IT TO PUTIN to build the Skolkovo Innovation Center as part of the URANIUM ONE MUELLER - HC FOUNDATION SCAM CRIME SYNDICATE.

► Bill Clinton gets 500,000 bonus cut on the deal from PUTIN for awarding RUSSIA the contract.

► THE BILL - HC get rich quick scheme exposed!
THE CLOWNS AND SCAMMERS IN THE U.S. CONGRESS ARE THERE TO RUN A CIRCUS SHOW, GIVE THE APPEARANCE THEY ARE DOING SOMETHING ABOUT IT, MAKE A LOT OF NOISE AND IN THE END, DO NOTHING!


BRITISH SCAMMER RICHARD ALLAN - AGENT OF THE QUEEN TO SPY ON AND SCAM THE PLANET VIA FACEBOOK.

► British scammer Richard Allan hired by CIA scam company Facebook in 2009 as vice-President of public policy.

► Richard Allan hired by the CIA to protect stolen Facebook asset in Leader x Facebook patent infringement fight. The World Economic Forum & the British Empire used as platforms to launch Facebook - Google - CIA DRAGON FLY TYRANNY.

The CIA - QUEEN create card-board cut-outs to run THE NAZI NWO PLAN OF GLOBAL CONTROL.

FACEBOOK - GOOGLE - FAANG used as tools in the hands of useful idiots cut-outs to help enslave the planet for the Nazi - CIA Queen card-board cut-out Richard Allan groomed by NAZI CIA stooges SIR Geoffrey E. Pattie, Lord-Malloch Brown to be NWO- NAZI BRITISH QUEEN card-board cut-outs to build the NWO DRAGON FLY.

► Richard Allan a CIA NAZI groomed BRITISH SPY in America exposed.

► Placed into British Parliament by the CIA NAZI Globalists!
► CORRUPT SESsions, SES member prisons for profit.

► SES MEMBERS IN THE U.S. ARE ACTING AS AGENTS OF THE BRITISH PRIVY COUNCIL.

The SERCO - CIA - NAZI Rothschild NWO scheme of enrichment via no bid contracts exposed.

► THE OXFORD INTERNET INSTITUTE - involved in patent theft - steal patents from Leader Technologies on behalf of the NAZI CIA - British empire & make them open source.

► The IBM Eclipse Foundation is part of the scheme of patent theft.

IBM is holding 114,043 stolen patents - stolen with the help of SCOTUS JOHN ROBERTS Agent of the BRITISH EMPIRE!

The CIA - CISCO - Facebook - Google - FAANG DRAGON FLY NWO Scheme of planetary control exposed.

U.K. agents and holders of illegal TITLES OF NOBILITY via THE BAR are ALL A FRAUD and getting rich using their title, perverting justice at the expense of the American people.

IMPLEMENT THE ORIGINAL 13TH AMENDMENT NOW!

(It forbids this!)
The **Original 13th Amendment Restored Frees U.S.!!**

[https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/the-original-13th-amendment-restored-frees-u-s](https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/the-original-13th-amendment-restored-frees-u-s)

▶ Why is Trump hiding the corrupt Five Eyes which have helped launch the Mueller - Democrats coup to impeach him via Operation Cross-Fire-Hurricane? AIM A: They are afraid their SOURCES AND METHODS BEING USED TO ATTEMPT TO FRAME TRUMP & HIS ASSOCIATES WILL BE REVEALED. Another reason to see Britain as our enemy and end the Five Eyes agreement!

AIM Patriot Duane asks:

*What the hell is going on with President Trump? We have Kavanaugh, as SES member, failure to release unredacted documents, nomination of Barer for AG when he is not only an SES member but a Clinton operative, lack of action regarding voting fraud particularly as it relates to machine hacking & interference and seemingly no progress on indictments & the no action regarding patents and Mr. McKibben’s request!*
Trump corrupt WILLIAM BARR Appointment exposed.

CORRUPT DOJ EXPOSED.

The DOJ is complicit with HC and has been attacking Trump.


William Barr swamp plunger - part of the D.C. SWAMP! An SES swamp creature!


(Justice John Roberts is doing the same!)

Mueller is protecting Comey, McCabe, Strzok, Rosenstein and more. A HUGE CONFLICT OF INTEREST!

IT’S ALL OVER! With AG Nomination Trump Proves Swamp Will NOT Be Drained

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=110265

We could get rid of 80% of the Federal Government and NOBODY WOULD NOTICE!

CRIMINALS ATTACKING AND DESTROYING AMERICA & THE PLANET

BAD ACTORS INVOLVED CONTINUED:
③ **Soros, agent of the New World Order.**

④ **Dianne Feinstein** - helps rig the MSM & rig elections.

⑤ **Lindsey Graham** - operates his illegal depleted uranium factory in Bulgaria called ARSENAL. Fake Trump supporter. Deep State Agent exposed.

⑥ **Mitt Romney** - operates the Hart Inter-civil rigged voting machines. Helps to rig the elections.

⑦ **THE CIA** - *enemy of humanity.* Helps run the **Talpiot program,** the Tavistock Institute attack & WAR upon American and the planet, **The Mockingbrid MSM, MK-ULTRA MIND CONTROL.** Brennan & Clapper - agents of The Deep State.

⑧ **The FBI weaponized to attack Trump.**

  - **Stephen Halper** is connected to Christopher Steel.

  - **FELIX SATER** - Trump Russia Tower Deals. He is one of the 28 set-ups created by Comey to frame Trump.

**MUELLER, SEEKING TO PROTECT THE SES - SERCO - NAZI CRIME SYNDICATE FROM PROSECUTION.**

  - **Nazi S.S. Mueller The Mule** - running **Operation Cross-Fire-Hurricane** which has become **The Coup to remove Trump.** Conducting the **illegal Office of Special Council operations** to cover-up and hide the crimes of the FBI, the DOJ, the Deep State and to persecute all associated with Trump. Appointed by **Nazi S.S. Rosenstein.** Many members involved and need to be protected from The Clinton Foundation crimes. If Hillary goes down, a good part of Congress, members in the Intelligence agencies and the DOJ go down. **Mueller and The Deep State must cover-up their crimes at all cost.** Hillary and the Clinton Foundation must be protected at all cost, less they all go down.
The FISA courts weaponized to attack Trump. Justice John Roberts is used and placed as a mole in the Supreme Court by Obama and is used to appoint the 11 FISA COURT JUSTICES to help in obtaining the FISA warrants, as part of The Coup against Trump.

THE NEW WORLD ORDER Illegal Operation Cross Fire Hurricane Coup-de-etat to remove Trump.

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/he-new-world-order-illegal-operation-cross-fire-hurricane-coup-de-etat-to-remove-trump

SCOTUS AND JUSTICE JOHN ROBERTS.

John Roberts is illegally controlling by himself all lower courts, recusing judges and acting ILLEGALLY WITH MORE POWER THEN THE U.S. PRESIDENT.

THIS JUSTICE JOHN ROBERTS MUST BE IMPEACHED NOW AND HIS ILLEGAL OPERATIONS ENDED IMMEDIATELY!

MILITARY TRIBUNALS FOR THESE CRIMINALS!
U.S. Marines Needed to Help Restore The Republic!!

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/u-s-marines-needed-to-help-restore-the-republic

⑪ The DOJ weaponized to attack Trump. The SES 500 lawyers which are The Obama private army. Protecting the crimes of the FBI, CIA, DOJ and all bad actors of The Shadow Government.

⑫ Hitlery, The Clintons, The Clinton Foundation - protected also by THE IRS which refuses to go after them for their crimes. THE URANIUM CRIME SYNDICATE.

⑬ Obama & his co-horts. PROJECT PELICAN CRIMES.

⑭ THE MAIN STREAM MEDIA, THE ENEMY OF AMERICA & THE PLANET.


- The Google Digital News System.

► 500 CONSERVATIVE SITES HAVE BEEN WIPED OFF THE NET!

⑮ The Black Pope & The Jesuits - control the Knights of Malta banking cartel, operate with The Black Nobility, created the fake State of Israel via the Nazi Jesuits.

⑯ THE SILLY-CON-VALLEY is weaponized against conservatives.

⑰ CHINA & THE HITLERY WALLMART DEAL.
HITLERY COLLUSION WITH RUSSIA AND THE UKRAINE.

► HITLERY AND THE URANIUM ONE DEAL.

► THE CLINTON FOUNDATION CRIMES.


18 The Mueller - HILLARY - Rothschild - Demoncrate - NAZI Queen Attack Upon Trump & America EXPOSED!

TAVISTOCK NAZI INFLTRATORS INTO AMERICA WHO HAVE LAUNCHED A WAR TO DESTROY AMERICA EXPOSED. THESE TRAITORS AND ORGANIZATIONS MUST BE ERADICATED FROM THE U.S.:

► Mueller & Rosenstein - sons of NAZI war criminals!

► HITLERY - A NAZI S.S. MEMBER.

► U.S. S.S. - NAZI.

► DHS - NAZI - attack upon Strunk. (The Patriot Act - must be eradicated).

► SCOTUS justice John Roberts - A NAZI BRITISH CROWN AGENT.

► The Nazi partnership with Russia & China forming THE NEW WORLD ORDER DRAGON FLY.
The Mueller - Rosenstein - DOJ - FBI - CIA Attack upon Trump via the MUELLER PROBE to cover-up their own crimes.

They are prosecuting PAUL MANAFORT because he has evidence of their crimes!

MUELLER EXPOSED - IS PROSECUTING PEOPLE WHO HAVE EVIDENCE OF HIS CRIMES!

The FBI - DOJ MUELLER RAID on The Clinton whistle-blower is an example!

The attack on Assange is another!

THIS PROVES WRAY - AN SES MEMBER is helping them COVER-UP their own crimes as they go after those holding evidence on their crimes.

Continued next page...

The Rothschild´s Banking Cartel MUELLER - HITLERY - DEMONCRATS - CHINA DRAGON FLY PLAN TO DESTROY TRUMP & AMERICA via:

1. VOTER FRAUD - rigging of elections.

2. THE ILLEGAL MUELLER PROBE.

3. Via the carbon credit scam tax, the George Soros invasion tax and the Federal Bridge Certification Authority system scam and taxing system which allows them to control the digital keys to the Internet. The carbon tax
social credit system goes into social media - your thinking patterns & what you buy.

They are wasting MILLIONS of tax payer dollars to destroy AMERICA.

Elements part of the scheme:

1. Adam Shifty Shiff.

BLOCK WALL AGENDA, OPEN BORDERS, DESTROY THE COUNTRY:

2. Chuck Schumer.


"IMPEACH TRUMP!" LUNATIC:

4. Maxine Waters.

MSM NEWS RIGGING AGENT:

5. Dianne Feinstein.

ELECTIONS RIGGING AGENT:

6. Mitt Romney and his HART Inter-civic rigged voting machines.

JUSTICE SYSTEM INFILTRATORS, OBAMA BUSH APPOINTMENTS AND TRAITORS WHO MUST BE IMPEACHED:

7. SCOTUS AND JUSTICE JOHN ROBERTS.

8. THE DOJ SCAMMERS and their 500 SES lawyers.

9. THE 11 SCUMBACK FISA COURT JUDGES appointed by Justice John Robers and his FAKE JUSTICE FOR PROFIT.

Obama and all of his cronies and criminal gang.

NAZI S.S. MEMBER MUELLER THE MULE.

COMEY AND MCCABE.

Do nothing Mr. Magoo JEFF SESSIONS. Cover-up artist appoints DO NOTHING HUBER. ALL PART OF THE SAME BUNCH OF DO NOTHINGS AND COVER-UP ARTISTS.

HUBER APPOINTED BY SESSIONS - DO NOTHING.

HOROWITZ COVER-UP ARTIST.

LISA BARSOOMIAN PROTECTOR OF THE DEEP STATE AND HER NAZI HUSBAND ROSENSTEIN.

NAZI S.S. MEMBER ROSENSTEIN.

THE DEMONCRATS.

MANY OTHERS.

► ALL URANIUM CRIME SYNDICATE MEMBERS GUILTY OF RUSSIA - ROSATON COLLUSION!

► THEY ARE NOW ALSO COVERING-UP PROJECT PELICAN CRIMES!

(FAKE Q ANON IS ALSO COVERING-UP PROJECT PELICAN CRIMES).

ROTHSCHILD BANKING CARTEL GLOBALISM DEFINED

► The Rothschild’s Banking Cartel infiltration into The European Union - a populist fascist Socialism = GLOBALISM = selling-out to the Rothschild plan to have all banks fall under the control of THE FEDERAL RESERVE SCAM ARTISTS BANKING CARTEL - THE BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS - THE BIGGEST SCAMMERS, CON ARTISTS AND ENEMIES OF THE PLANET!
Please see the article: JOHN P. CARLIN: The Deep State’s wizard behind the curtain in the Russia Fiasco.

GRAPH OF THE JOHN P. CARLIN DOJ agent behind the illegal OPERATION CROSS-FIRE HURRICANE COUP TO REMOVE TRUMP - Initiated by Obama, Hitlery, Comey & other co-conspirators.
THE NEW WORLD ORDER Illegal Operation Cross Fire Hurricane Coup-de-etat to remove Trump.

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/he-new-world-order-illegal-operation-cross-fire-hurricane-coup-de-etat-to-remove-trump

METRO - THE BACKBONE OF THE SES = SHADOW GOVERNMENT

METRO, THE HEART AND CORE - BACKBONE AND INCEPTION STRUCTURE OF THE SENIOR EXECUTIVE SERVICES
ADDITIONAL REFERENCE LINKS

U.S. Marines Needed to Help Restore The Republic!!

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/u-s-marines-needed-to-help-restore-the-republic
New U.S. Mid-Term Elections Needed!

MASSIVE PROVEN VOTER FRAUD EXPOSED!!

The Hillary Soros NWO Dragon Fly U.S. Social Control System Exposed!

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/the-hillary-soros-nwo-dragon-fly-u-s-social-control-system-exposed

The Men In Black Radio-Active California Dragon Fly FIRE Attacks Exposed!

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/the-men-in-black-radio-active-california-dragon-fly-fire-attacks-exposed
MUELLER - CLOUDFLARE U.S. ELECTIONS RIGGING EXPOSED!

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/mueller-cloudflare-u-s-elections-rigging-exposed

GOLDMAN SACHS CONNECTION TO CALIFORNIA FIRES!!

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/goldman-sachs-connection-to-california-fires

Catholic Cardinals are Enemies of America

The **Jesuit** - **Black Nobility** - **Swiss Octogon Templars** NWO Take-Over of America!

Jeff SESsions Firing By Trump Proves Fake "Q Anon" Fraud!

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/jeff-sessions-firing-by-trump-proves-fake-q-anon-fraud
THE CIA - HITLERY TEMPLATE FOR STEALING THE ELECTIONS!!

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/the-cia-hitlery-template-for-stealing-the-elections

PLEASE SEE THE ATTACHED PDF FORMAT DIAGRAM TO GET THE BIG PICTURE:

https://media.8ch.net/file_store/1b8ecb3e536a1f65f8c463c3df010650757c1a3d3da28fc8cd425321381cc401.pdf

Shocking! U.S. Secret Service & DHS threaten Patriot For Reporting Voting Fraud!

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/shocking-u-s-secret-service-and-dhs-threaten-patriot-for-reporting-voting-fraud
The **U.S. Elections are Illegitimate & A Scam**

- [https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/the-u-s-elections-are-illegitimate-and-a-scam](https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/the-u-s-elections-are-illegitimate-and-a-scam)

**Mother liberty beckons....**

https://busy.org/@motherlibertynow/mother-liberty-beckons

https://8ch.net/qsourcex/catalog.html
https://8ch.net/bannedfromqresearch2/index.html